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[Abstract] Coronavirus disease 2019 is threatening thousands of millions of people around the 
world. In the absence of specific and highly effective medicines, the treatment of infected persons 
is still very challenging. As therapeutics, neutralizing antibodies (NAbs) have great potential. 
Many NAbs have been reported, and most target various regions on the receptor-binding domain 
of the spike (S) protein, or the N-terminal domain. Several NAbs and NAb cocktails have been 
authorized for emergency use, and more are in clinical trials or are under development. In this 
review, considering the angle of binding epitopes on the S protein, we summarize the functions and 
the underlying mechanisms of a set of well-recognized NAbs and provide guidance for vaccine 
design and the combinatorial use of these antibodies. In addition, we review the NAbs and NAb 
cocktails that have been approved for emergency use and discuss the effectiveness of these NAbs 
for combating severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 mutants.
Key words: coronavirus disease 2019; severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2; neutralizing 
antibody; epitope; therapeutics; vaccine

The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) 
pandemic is caused by severe acute respiratory 
syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2). There were 
170 813 421 reported cases and 3 557 598 deaths 
in 219 regions and countries as of June 3, 2021 
(http://2019ncov.chinacdc.cn/2019-nCoV/global.
html). Several vaccines have already been approved 
for emergency use, and the injection of the vaccine 
provides a good protective barrier. However, globally, 
vaccination is still far from sufficient for building 
herd immunity, and the number of infections in many 
countries and regions is still increasing rapidly. To date, 
apart from remdesivir and dexamethasone, which have 
shown some clinical efficacy[1, 2], there are no specific 
and highly efficient medicines. Convalescent plasma 
contains neutralizing antibodies (NAbs) against the 
SARS-CoV-2 spike (S) protein, but controversial 
therapeutic effects have been reported[3–5]. NAbs are 
the major effective agents of convalescent plasma. 
Many monoclonal NAbs have been successfully 
isolated and cloned from recovered patients, and good 
therapeutic effects have been observed for some of 
these NAbs. The U.S. Federal Drug Administration 

has approved emergency use of several of these NAbs, 
for example, LY3819253 (LY-CoV555), REGN-
COV2 (REGN10933 and REGN10987), and CT-P59 
for treating COVID-19. COVID-19 NAbs have been 
extensively reviewed[6–8]. Herein, considering the angle 
of binding epitopes on the S protein, we summarize the 
latest developments, including the structures, functions, 
and underlying mechanisms of a set of well-recognized 
NAbs and the effectiveness of several approved NAbs 
for use in treating SARS-CoV-2 mutants, such as 
B.1.1.7, B.1.351, and P.1.

1 SARS-CoV-2 SPIKE PROTEIN AND ITS CELL 
SURFACE RECEPTOR

SARS-CoV-2 invades host cells through the S 
transmembrane glycoprotein on the virus surface. 
The S protein is a homotrimer (fig. 1A), and each 
monomer contains two functional subunits, S1 and S2. 
S1 contains a receptor-binding domain (RBD), which 
binds to a receptor, human angiotensin-converting 
enzyme 2 (ACE2), and the binding interface closest 
to the RBD is the receptor-binding motif (RBM) (fig. 
1C and 1D). The N-terminal domain (NTD) of S1 
may recognize glycosyl groups during initial binding 
and may play an important role in the transition of 
the S protein from prefusion to postfusion in some 
coronaviruses[6, 9]. The S2 subunit contains a fusion 
peptide (FP), heptad repeat 1 (HR1), and heptad 
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repeat 2 (HR2) (fig. 1A). There is a specific furin 
protease cleavage site near the fusion peptide, referred 
to as S2′. To interact with the host cell receptor, the 
RBD undergoes a hinge-like conformational change, 
forming two conformational states: a “down/close” 
state in which the receptor-binding region is hidden 
and an “up/open” state in which the receptor binding 
region is exposed (fig. 1A and 1B)[10, 11]. When the RBD 
is in the “up” state, it can combine with ACE2 and 
destabilize the prefusion-inducing trimer, resulting in 
shedding of the S1 subunit and transitioning of the S2 

subunit into a stable postfusion conformation[12]. In this 
process, the S′ site can be cleaved by transmembrane 
protease serine 2 (TMPRSS2) or TMPRSS4[13], two 
host cell serine proteases, or furin[14, 15]. After cleavage, 
the two subunits remain noncovalently bound[15–17]. The 
exposed fusion peptide can insert into the cell membrane 
of the host, where HR1 and HR2 are refolded and form 
a fused conformation linking the virus and the host 
cell membrane together, thereby driving the membrane 
fusion of the virus with the target cell. The viral genes 
are then released into the host cell[14, 18, 19].

2 ANTI-SARS-CoV-2 NAbs: EPITOPES, 
FUNCTIONS, AND MECHANISMS

Because of the critical role of the S protein in 
binding to the host receptor and mediating membrane 
fusion, it is the main target of NAbs[10]. The structures 
of many NAbs in complexes with the S protein or 
the RBD have been determined. These data reveal 
that different regions of the S protein or the RBD 
can induce different antibodies to trigger different 
neutralization mechanisms. The NAbs against the S 
protein are summarized in table 1. These NAbs can be 
categorized into five types (type Ⅰ to type Ⅴ) according 
to the S protein epitopes that they target. Interestingly, 
NAbs of the same type have similar epitopes, and their 
neutralization mechanisms are generally similar.
2.1 Type Ⅰ NAbs

Type Ⅰ NAbs bind only to one RBD in the “up” 
state (table 1, fig. 2A). They mainly bind to the binding 
interface between the RBD and ACE2, thus competing 
with ACE2 for binding the RBD and inhibiting the cell 
entry of SARS-CoV-2. All type Ⅰ NAbs have a good 

neutralizing effect. For example, the half maximal 
inhibitory concentration (IC50) of C105 against SARS-
CoV-2 pseudovirus was found to be 26.1 ng/mL in 
vitro[20]. In addition, CV07-250 has an IC50 value of 3.5 
ng/mL against authentic virus[21]. Moreover, CB6 has a 
50% neutralization dose (ND50) value of 0.036±0.007 
μg/mL on live SARS-CoV-2 infection in Vero E6 cells, 
and a single dose of CB6, which has two leucine-to-
alanine substitutions at residues 234 and 235 (50 mg/
kg body weight) before challenge with SARS-CoV-2, 
can protect macaques from infection[22]. For B38, a 
single dose (25 mg/kg) can protect ACE2-transgenic 
mice from SARS-CoV-2 infection, and its IC50 value is 
177 ng/mL against authentic virus[23].
2.2 Type Ⅱ NAbs

For binding, type Ⅱ NAbs require at least two 
“up” RBDs; they may not bind to one “up” RBD due to 
steric hindrance (table 1, fig. 2B). These NAbs require 
more-specific binding conditions, which may explain 
why there are fewer antibodies of this type. These 
NAbs bind to the hinge region at the bottom of the 
RBD, and this region is relatively conserved between 

Fig. 1 Structures of the spike (S) protein, receptor-binding domain (RBD), and cell surface receptor human angiotensin-converting 
           enzyme 2 (ACE2)

A: structural diagram of SARS-CoV-2 S trimers (PDB: 7KNE) with one “up” state RBD. The molecular surface of the trimeric 
protein of SARS-CoV-2 is shown with the “up” RBD, “down” RBD, NTD, FP, HR1, and HR2 colored in salmon red, cyan, 
light orange, blue, yellow orange, and green, respectively. B: top view of (A). C: surface representation of the RBD with ACE2 
(PDB: 7KMB) colored in salmon red and pale green. D: surface representation of the RBD (PDB:7KMB) and the receptor-
binding motif (RBM) in pale green.
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Fig. 2 SARS-CoV-2 neutralizing antibodies (NAbs) are classified into five groups with different binding mechanisms
A: Type Ⅰ NAbs (e. g., C105, PDB: 6XCN) only bind to the RBD in the “up” state. B: When at least two RBDs are in the “up” 
state, type Ⅱ NAbs (e. g., CR3022, PDB: 6YOR and VHH-72, PDB: 6WAQ) bind to the S trimer. C: Type Ⅲ NAbs (e. g., BD23, 
PDB: 7BYR and S2M11, PDB: 7K43) only bind to the RBD in the “down” state. D: Type Ⅳ NAbs (e. g., Sb23, PDB: 7A29 
and P2B-2F6, PDB: 7BWJ) can bind to the RBD both in the “up” and “down” states. E: Type Ⅴ NAbs (e. g., 4A8, PDB:7C2L) 
can bind to the NTD.
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Table 1 SARS-CoV-2 neutralizing antibodies

Type Antibody
 name Origin PDB ID or 

EMDB ID
IC50

#/IC50
##

(ng/mL)
Neutralizing 
mechanism

Heavy 
V gene Ref.

Type Ⅰ

C105 COVID-19
-convalescent patients 6XCN, 6XCM 26.1/– Block the hACE2-

RBD interaction IGHV3-53 [20]

C102 COVID-19
-convalescent patients 7K8M 34/– Block the hACE2-

RBD interaction IGHV3-53 [20]

CB6△ COVID-19
-convalescent patients 7C01 23/36 Block the hACE2-

RBD interaction IGHV3-66 [51]

B38 COVID-19
-convalescent patients 7BZ5 –/177 Block the hACE2-

RBD interaction IGHV3-53 [23]

CV30 Infected COVID-19 
patients 6XE1 30/118 Block the hACE2-

RBD interaction IGHV3-53 [52]

CC12.3 COVID-19
-convalescent patients 6XC7 18/26 Block the hACE2-

RBD interaction IGHV3-53 [53]

CC12.1 COVID-19
-convalescent patients 6XC3 19/120 Block the hACE2-

RBD interaction IGHV3-53 [53]

BD-629 COVID-19
-convalescent patients 7CH5 6/– Block the hACE2-

RBD interaction IGHV3-53 [54]

CA1 COVID-19
-convalescent patients – ND50 for authentic

virus = 0.38 μg/mL
Block the hACE2-
RBD interaction – [22]

COVA2-39 COVID-19
-convalescent patients 7JMP 36/54 Block the hACE2-

RBD interaction IGHV3-53 [55]

COVA2-04 COVID-19
-convalescent patients 7JMO 220/2500 Block the hACE2-

RBD interaction IGHV3-53 [55]

REGN10933△
Humanized mice 
and COVID-19

-convalescent patients
6XDG 6.4/5.6

Block the hACE2-
RBD interaction, 
ADCC & ADCP

IGHV3-11 [56]

S2E12 COVID-19
-convalescent patients 7K45 2.3/4.2 Block the hACE2-

RBD interaction IGHV1-58 [30]

CV07-250 Infected COVID-19
 patients 6XKQ –/3.5 Block the hACE2-

RBD interaction IGHV1-18 [21]

S2H14 Infected COVID-19
 patients 7JX3 900/– Block the hACE2-

RBD interaction IGHV3-15 [57]

Type Ⅱ
 

CR3022* Patients with SARS-CoV 6YOR,6W41 –/114$ Trap the RBD in the 
up conformation IGHV5-51 [58]

EY6A* COVID-19-convalescent 
patients

6ZDH,6ZER,
6ZCZ –/70–20 000 Trap the RBD in the 

up conformation IGHV3-30-3 [26]

VHH-72*
llama immunized with 

SARS-CoV S protein and 
MERS-CoV S protein

6WAQ 200/– Trap the RBD in the 
up conformation IGHV3-3 [27]

H014*△
Antibody library from 

recombinant SARS-CoV 
RBD immunized mice

7CAH 450/5700

Compete with 
recombinant ACE2 
for binding to the 

RBD

IGHV1-69-2 [28]

S304* Patients with SARS-CoV 7JW0 >5000/– Trap the RBD in the 
up conformation IGHV3-13 [57]

S2A4 COVID-19
-convalescent patients 7JVA 3500/–

S2A4 and ACE2 
compete for binding 
to the SARS-CoV

-2 RBD

IGHV3-7 [57]

Type Ⅲ
 

Fab 2–4 Infected COVID-19 
patients 6XEY 394/57 Lock the RBD in the 

down conformation IGHV1-18 [31]

BD23 COVID-19
-convalescent patients 7BYR 4800/8500 Block the hACE2-

RBD interaction unknown [29]

S2M11 Infected COVID-19 
patients 7K43 2.1/1.2

Block the hACE2-
RBD interaction, 

lock the RBD in the 
down conformation

IGHV1-2 [30]

Fab 2-43 Infected COVID-19 
patients 22,275 71/3 Lock the RBD in the 

down conformation IGLV2-14 [31]
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Type Antibody
 name Origin PDB ID or 

EMDB ID
IC50

#/IC50
##

(ng/mL)
Neutralizing 
mechanism

Heavy 
V gene Ref.

Type Ⅳ

S309*△ Patients with SARS-CoV 6WPT,6WPS 190/79 ADCC & ADCP IGHV1-18 [59]

H11-H4
Naive llama VHH library 
by in vitro phage display 

technology
6ZHD 300/– Block hACE2-RBD 

interaction IGHV3-3 [60]

H11-D4
Naive llama VHH library 
by in vitro phage display 

technology
6Z43,6Z2M 900/– Block hACE2-RBD 

interaction IGHV3-3 [60]

P2B-2F6 COVID-19-convalescent 
patients 7BWJ 50/410 Block hACE2-RBD 

interaction and IGHV4-38-2 [32]

REGN10987△
Humanized mice and 

COVID-19-
convalescent patients

6XDG 6.1/6.3

Compete
 with ACE2 for 

recognition of the 
SARS-CoV-2 RBD

IGHV3-30 [56]

BD-368-2△ COVID-19
-convalescent patients 7CHF 1.2/15 Block hACE2-RBD 

interaction IGHV3-23 [54]

Ty1
Alpaca immunized with 
SARS-CoV-2 S1-Fc and 

RBD.
6ZXN 770/– ADCC & ADCP IGHV3-3 [61]

S2H13 Infected COVID-19 
patients 7JV2 500/–

Block the hACE2-
RBD interaction, 

cause drastic 
conformational 
changes of the S 

trimer

IGHV3-7 [57]

Sb23 Synthetic nanobody library 7A29 600/– Block the hACE2-
RBD interaction IGHV3-3 [33]

C144 COVID-19
-convalescent patients 7K90 6.9/2.6

Compete with ACE2 
for recognition of 
the SARS-CoV-2 

RBD

IGHV3-53 [62]

C002 COVID-19
-convalescent patients 7K8T 8.9/–

Compete with ACE2 
for recognition of 
the SARS-CoV-2 

RBD

IGVH3-30 [62]

C119 COVID-19
-convalescent patients 7K8W 9.1/– Lock the RBD in the 

down conformation IGHV4-34 [62]

C121 COVID-19
-convalescent patients 7K8X 6.7/1.6 Lock the RBD in the 

down conformation IGHV1-2 [63]

C104 COVID-19
-convalescent patients 7K8U 23.3/– Lock the RBD in the 

down conformation IGHV1-46 [62]

CV07-270 Infected COVID-19 
patients 6XKP –/82.3 Lock the RBD in the 

down conformation IGHV3-11 [21]

Type Ⅴ
 

4A8 COVID-19-convalescent 
patients 7C2L 49000/390

May restrain the 
conformational 
changes of the S 

protein

IGHV1-24 [35]

FC05 COVID-19-convalescent 
patients 7CWU –/about 0.8 nM – – [37]

FC06 COVID-19-convalescent 
patients – –/about 3 nM – – [37]

FC07* COVID-19-convalescent 
patients – –/>700 nM – – [37]

2-17 Infected COVID-19 
patients – 168/7 – – [31]

5-24 Infected COVID-19 
patients – 13/8 – – [31]

4-8 Infected COVID-19 
patients 22, 158 32/9 – IGHV1-69 [31]
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SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2; thus, type Ⅱ NAbs 
can generally neutralize both SARS-CoV and SARS-
CoV-2 at the same time.

CR3022, a well-known monoclonal antibody 
(mAb), was identified in a single-chain variable fragment 
phage display library constructed from lymphocytes 
of a recovered SARS patient[24]. It was initially 
thought that this antibody could not neutralize SARS-
CoV-2; however, a plaque-reduction neutralization 
test (PRNT) using SARS-CoV-2 virus and CR3022 
showed a PRNT50 of 1:11 966. Nevertheless, the 
effectiveness of this antibody remains controversial. 
The neutralization mechanism of CR3022 may involve 
destabilization of the prefusion state after CR3022 is 
bound, thereby locking the RBD in the “up” state (fig. 
2B). This premature postfusion state leads to further 
instability, thereby inactivating SARS-CoV-2[25]. 
Likewise, EY6A uses a similar mechanism to lock the 
RBD in the “up” state, which causes the S protein to 
switch from the prefusion state to the postfusion state 
prematurely, resulting in instability[26]. VHH-72, which 
was isolated from llama immunized with the SARS-
CoV S protein and the MERS-CoV S protein, adopts 
a similar mechanism as that of CR3022 and EY6A; it 
locks the RBD in the “up” state (fig. 2B), destabilizing 
the S protein[27]. The binding position of H014 is 
relatively conserved in SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2, 
and the binding of H014 prevents the binding of the 
RBD to ACE2 due to steric hindrance[28]. In summary, 
type Ⅱ NAbs can lock the RBD in the “up” state, which 
causes the S protein to become unstable, and some type 
Ⅱ NAbs can also interfere with the interaction of the 
RBD and ACE2 through steric hindrance.
2.3 Type Ⅲ NAbs

In contrast to type Ⅰ and type Ⅱ NAbs, type Ⅲ 
NAbs can bind only to the “down” state RBD (table 
1, fig. 2C). For BD23, only the variable domain of the 
heavy chain is involved in the binding of the RBD, 
and the light chain is far away from the RBD region. 
Interestingly, N-linked glycans on N165 in the NTD 
of the adjacent S protomer promotes binding (fig. 2C). 

When the RBD is in the “up” state, the BD23 binding 
site is far away from N165, which may affect the 
binding of the antibody. The binding epitope of BD23 
overlaps with ACE2; therefore, it acts through steric 
hindrance and competition to prevent virus invasion[29]. 
S2M11 can prevent the binding of ACE2 to the RBD 
and lock the S protein in a closed conformation by 
recognizing two adjacent RBDs (fig. 2C). S2M11 has 
shown 2–5 orders of magnitude decrease in the amount 
of viral RNA detected in the lungs[30]. Fabs 2–4 form 
additional interactions with N-glycans on N481 and 
N343[31]. The transformation of the “down” state of the 
RBD to the “up” state does not cause conformational 
disturbances; therefore, theoretically, the epitope bound 
by these antibodies is accessible whether the RBD is in 
the “up” state or the “down” state, but these antibodies 
can bind only when the RBD is in the “down” state 
and cannot bind an RBD in the “up” state. Analysis 
of the structure seems to suggest that because these 
NAbs only bind to one “down” RBD through their 
heavy chain and interact with glycosylation sites on an 
adjacent RBD or NTD to stabilize the binding; when 
the RBD is in the “up” state, the binding to the adjacent 
position is abolished. In other words, glycosylation 
sites play important roles in the binding of antibodies 
with the RBD. In summary, NAbs that bind to the 
“down” state RBD mainly lock the RBD in the “down” 
state to prevent the S protein from binding to ACE2, 
thereby preventing the virus from invading the host 
cell, and this process may require the participation of 
glycosylation sites.
2.4 Type Ⅳ NAbs

Type Ⅳ NAbs can bind to both the “up” state and 
the “down” state RBD (table 1, fig. 2D). Structural 
studies have revealed that two different regions 
are targeted by type Ⅳ NAbs: one is located on the 
RBM, and the other is located on the side of the RBD 
with little or no overlap with the RBM. In the former 
case, P2B-2F6 binds to the RBM, similar to type Ⅲ 
NAbs, and binds to the side of the RBD, similar to 
type Ⅰ NAbs (fig. 2A, 2C, and 2D). The high binding 

Type Antibody
 name Origin PDB ID or 

EMDB ID
IC50

#/IC50
##

(ng/mL)
Neutralizing 
mechanism

Heavy 
V gene Ref.

FC118* COVID-19-convalescent 
patients –/about 70 nM – – [37]

FC120* COVID-19-convalescent 
patients –/about 110 nM – – [37]

FC122* COVID-19-convalescent 
patients –/about 30 nM – – [37]

FC124* COVID-19-convalescent 
patients –/about 50 nM – – [37]

*cross-reactive with SARS-CoV; △in clinical trials; #IC50 from a pseudovirus assay; ##IC50 from an authentic virus assay; 
$conflicting neutralization reports across studies. Dashes indicate data are not available. hACE2, human angiotensin-converting 
enzyme 2; RBD, receptor-binding domain; ADCC, antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity; ADCP, antibody-dependent 
cellular phagocytosis
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affinity between P2B-2F6 and the RBD (5.14 nM) is 
similar to the high-binding affinity between ACE2 
and the RBD (4.70 nM); therefore, P2B-2F6 may not 
only prevent the RBD from binding to ACE2 through 
steric hindrance but also may compete with ACE2 
to bind to the RBD[32]. For the latter case, Sb23 is a 
nanobody selected from a synthetic library that targets 
the RBD. Sb23 binds either the RBD in the “up” state 
or the “down” state without steric hindrance (fig. 2D). 
Interestingly, the bivalent Sb23-Fc constructs neutralize 
pseudovirus with an IC50 of 7 ng/mL and display about 
100-fold improved neutralization potential; however, 
the underlying mechanism is unclear[33]. S309 was 
isolated from a patient who was infected with SARS-
CoV in 2003 and shows cross-reactivity between 
SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 because 17 of the 22 
residues are strictly conserved, and a glycan at position 
N343 (N330 in SARS-CoV) is highly conserved[34]. 
S309 recognizes a proteoglycan epitope on the RBD, 
but it is far away from the RBM and imposes no steric 
hindrance on ACE2.
2.5 Type Ⅴ NAbs

Type Ⅴ NAbs target non-RBD regions, including 
the NTD and S2 (table 1, fig. 2E). Because antibodies 
that bind to these two regions cannot directly block 
the binding of the RBD to ACE2, this type of antibody 
may induce ADCC or ADCP, prevent conformational 
changes required for membrane fusion, sterically 
interfere with ACE2 on virions, and function through 
other mechanisms. Since NAbs against the NTD and 
S2 have neutralizing activity and have completely 
different epitopes than antibodies against the RBD, 
type Ⅴ NAbs may be used in combination with others 
in cocktails.

For example, 4A8 binds to the NTD region (fig. 
2E). A previous study has shown that mAb 7D10 
may bind to the NTD of the MERS-CoV S protein, 
possibly inhibiting the binding of RBD-DPP4 and the 
conformational changes of the S protein before and 
after fusion[9]. An analysis of the complex structure of 
the 4A8 and S proteins reveals that 4A8 is distant from 
the RBD and cannot block the interaction of the SARS-
CoV-2 RBD and ACE2. Therefore, the mechanism of 
action of 4A8 may be similar to that of 7D10, which 
neutralizes virus by restraining the conformational 
changes of the S protein. Interestingly, the glycosylation 
site of N149 on the NTD is close to the 4A8-NTD 
interface[35]. In addition, the NTD of SARS-CoV-2 
also has been shown to participate in the entry of host 
cells by targeting the tyrosine-protein kinase receptor 
UFO[36]. Therefore, NAbs that target the NTD may also 
block the binding of the NTD to the receptor, thereby 
affecting the viral invasion of host cells; however, to 
support this possible mechanism, more experimental 
evidence is needed.

There are numerous antibodies that bind the 

SARS-CoV-2 S2 domain, for example, FC118, FC120, 
FC122, and FC124. Interestingly, because of the 
high conservation of the S2 domain, these four NAbs 
exhibit cross-neutralization activity against SARS-
CoV-2 and SARS-CoV[37]. These results indicate that 
the S2 domain may be a good choice for designing 
broad NAbs.

In summary, most of the NAbs that have been 
discovered are directed against the RBD region. Some 
of them block binding to ACE2 after binding to the 
RBD. There are also antibodies that lock the RBD in 
the “up” state, promoting the S protein to transit from a 
prefusion state to a postfusion state prematurely, leading 
to instability, or they lock the RBD in the “down” state 
to prevent it from binding to ACE2. Some antibodies 
induce ADCC or ADCP. In addition, studying NAbs 
against non-RBD regions will help us to understand 
how SARS-CoV-2 infects host cells, discover new 
cell surface receptors, and identify new drug targets. 
Moreover, NAbs against S2 or the NTD usually bind 
to conserved epitopes. These antibodies can effectively 
neutralize both SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2. These 
antibodies may serve as seeds for the development of 
broadly NAbs and broad-spectrum vaccines.
2.6 Anti-SARS-CoV-2 NAbs Against SARS-CoV-2 
Mutants

SARS-CoV-2 is a single-stranded RNA virus, 
and it easily acquires mutations during the replication 
process. As of June 3, 2021, according to the World 
Health Organization (https://www.who.int/en/activities/
tracking-SARS-CoV-2-variants/), the B.1.1.7, B.1.351, 
P.1, and B.1.617.2 mutants are SARS-CoV-2 variants 
of concern. The production of mutant strains during 
the spread of the epidemic has an extremely negative 
impact on the control of the epidemic. The emergence 
of mutant strains may cause recovered patients to be 
reinfected, resulting in reduced or even ineffective 
NAbs and vaccines.

The D614G mutation may be related to increased 
infectivity[38]; however, studies have shown that plasma 
from recovered patients or plasma from vaccinated 
persons can neutralize this mutant[39]. The SARS-
CoV-2 variant B.1.1.7 (501Y. V1, also termed alpha) 
emerged in the United Kingdom and was associated 
with a surge of COVID-19 cases. It has nine mutations 
on the S protein, six in S1, and three in S2. N501 in the 
RBD area has been linked to increased human-human 
transmissibility[40]. Variants B.1.351 (501Y. V2, also 
termed beta)[41] and P.1 (501Y. V3, also termed gamma)[42] 
also have been reported to increase infectivity and 
contain 9 and 11 mutations in the S protein, respectively, 
including 3 mutations in the RBD region: K417N/T, 
E484K, and N501Y. A cocktail of NAbs (REGN-
COV2, consisting of REGN10987 and REGN10933) 
that target different regions and the NAbs LY-CoV555 
and REGN10989 were tested against pseudoviruses 
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harboring these mutations. The results showed that 
REGN10987 can effectively inhibit the invasion of 
host cells by viruses containing these three mutants, 
while the entry driven by the S protein of the B.1.351 
and P.1 variants can partially resist REGN10933; 
therefore, an antibody cocktail (REGN-COV2) can 
effectively inhibit S protein-mediated invasion of all 
three variants. The entry mediated by the S protein 
of the B.1.351 and P.1 variants can completely resist 
REGN10989 and LY-CoV555. All the tested antibodies 
effectively inhibited the B.1.1.7 variant. At the same 
time, tests on the plasma of some COVID-19 patients 
have shown that only partial protection is conferred 
against SARS-CoV-2 B.1.351 and P.1 mutant 
infections[43]. These results clearly show that antibody 
cocktail therapy against complementary epitopes is 
generally more effective than single-antibody cocktail 
therapy. Theoretically, by combining the different 
types of antibodies listed in table 1, it is reasonable to 
argue that more antibody cocktails can be designed to 
treat COVID-19.

The recent mutant strain B.1.617 has D111D, 
G142D, L452R, E484Q, D614G, and P681R mutations. 
Structural analysis has shown that mutations in the RBD, 
i.e., L452R, E484Q, and P681R at the furin cleavage 
site, may increase ACE2 binding and the rate of S1-
S2 cleavage, thus resulting in better transmissibility[44]. 
At the same time, it has been demonstrated that 
convalescent plasma samples from COVID-19 patients 
and individuals vaccinated with BBV152 (Covaxin) 
were able to neutralize B.1.617[45]. Another similar 
variant of concern, B.1.617.2 (also termed delta), with 
mutations L452R, T478K, P681R, and T478K, may 
have the ability to escape an antibody[46]. However, 
whether these mutants can escape other vaccines 
and NAbs remains to be determined with further 
investigation.

3 DISCUSSION

The global pandemic of COVID-19 has seriously 
threatened people’s lives and health as well as caused 
serious economic losses. In the absence of specific 
medicines, and because most countries and regions 
have not received enough vaccines to create an effective 
immune barrier, the NAb is one of the most promising 
choices for treating COVID-19. Some NAbs and 
antibody cocktails have been authorized for emergency 
use, and more antibodies are under development. As 
increasing numbers of NAbs-S (or RBD) structures 
are discovered, it will be easier to determine the 
precise binding epitopes on the S protein and facilitate 
our understanding of the detailed mechanisms of 
neutralizing activities. By knowing the binding epitopes 
and the mechanisms, cocktails of SARS-CoV-2 NAbs 
can be readily designed. Theoretically, they will be 

more effective and more resistant to the current and 
future mutants than single NAbs.

Knowledge of the binding epitopes of the NAbs 
may also provide hints for the design and development 
of vaccines. For traditional vaccine design, the success 
rate of candidate vaccines through clinical development 
from phase 1 to phase 3 is 16.2%; furthermore, it 
has been predicted that the average development 
timetable for a candidate vaccine is 10.71 years, and 
the market entry rate is only 6%[47, 48]. Obviously, this 
is a low success rate and long-term process, which is 
not suitable for dealing with outbreaks. The emergence 
of mRNA vaccines has greatly accelerated the 
development of SARS-CoV-2 vaccines. Theoretically, 
peptide vaccines based on NAb epitopes have several 
advantages, such as fast production, easy storage, and 
convenient transportation.

The AbMap technology proposed by Qi et al[49] 

enables high-throughput analysis of antibody-binding 
epitopes on antigens at amino acid-level resolution. 
AbMap has already been applied for dissecting SARS-
CoV-2-specific epitopes[50]. Additional findings using 
this tool may facilitate our understanding of the SARS-
CoV-2-specific immune response, at least in terms of 
humoral immunity. In addition, the epitopes may serve 
as precise antigens for new vaccine development, 
which is worthy of future investigation.
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